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Points

0 Title Page 5

1 Abstract (separate page) 5

2 Introduction 10

3 Theory 10

4 Experimental Procedure/ Methods 10

5 Results 15

6 Discussion 20

7 Conclusion 5

8 References 5

9 Error Analysis Quality 10

10 Tables, graphs, figures, raw data summaries Quality 5

Total 100



Why do you need to learn how to write for 
science?
• A good idea that is poorly communicated is utterly worthless
• Reproducibility of experiments
• Every job requires written communication
• To impress our colleagues and get nerd cred



• Before writing anything answer this question: Why should 
anyone care? 
• If not groundbreaking for the whole world, at least you should 

have learned something.

• The abstract, intro, and conclusion all approach answering 
this question in varying detail



1) The Abstract, NOT your life story

• One paragraph, single-spaced, < 150 words; include objectives, methods, 
key results and conclusions

• Important quantities should ALWAYS be mentioned

• Be concise: the first impression for your reader

• The last impression someone will have of your research, if you wrote it 
poorly

• Usually, written last so you don’t: 
• mention something you ended up not covering 
• Forget to mention an important point you discuss in detail later



Key elements of a good abstract read the rest 
at your own leisure:
• This thesis investigates the effects of wood anatomy on the low velocity dynamic impact response of wood 

species in radial-loading drop-tower testing. The distribution of vessel elements was found to significantly 
alter the normalized impact energy of failure: diffuse porous species (uniform vessel distribution) saw 
improved impact resistance with increasing density, while ring porous species (tangential bands of vessels 
in the growth stage of growth rings) did not. Unlike in quasi-static conditions density alone was not an 
accurate predictor of failure energy in impact. Examination of quasi-statically and dynamically damaged ring 
porous white ash revealed that while vessels collapsed and absorbed energy under slow loading, they 
became stress concentrators in impact. Radial dynamic loading caused crack propagation in the tangential 
direction, which in the ring porous distribution of vessels in tangential bands allowed successive breaking of 
vessels. In diffuse porous species the uniform distribution of vessels did not provide any crack path and 
therefore saw improvements in dynamic work to fracture with increased density. The dynamic load-time 
responses revealed higher amplitude oscillations in ring porous wood species near the initial moment of 
impact due to a combination of sequential vessel breaking and high fiber adhesion. Species able to maintain 
low peak forces exhibited failure mechanisms like progressive delamination observed in fiber-reinforced 
composites. Hierarchical deformation mechanisms were also observed such as tracheid unwinding in African 
mahogany and red alder. These findings may be used to inform bio-inspired impact resistant materials that 
incorporate porosity and hierarchical damage absorption structures

• Matusuhsita, Albert K. Fiber Adhesion and Interactions of Vessel Distribution and Density in the Impact 
Resistance of Wood. Master’s Thesis Dissertation. University of California at San Diego 2017



First sentence summarizes everything:

• This thesis investigates the effects of wood anatomy on the low 
velocity, dynamic impact response of wood species in radial-loading 
drop-tower testing. 

• Motivation: what makes wood strong under impact/ how to choose 
impact resistant wood

• Methods: radial-loading drop-tower testing



Broad conclusion/key reults in 2nd sentence:

• The distribution of vessel elements was found to significantly alter 
the normalized impact energy of failure: diffuse porous species 
(uniform vessel distribution) saw improved impact resistance with 
increasing density, while ring porous species (tangential bands of 
vessels in the growth stage of growth rings) did not

• Someone interested in the subject of impact resistant, low density materials, 
like wood, would now want to see the data. 



Big impact/Contribution to science in last 
sentence:
• These findings may be used to inform bio-inspired impact resistant 

materials that incorporate porosity and hierarchical damage 
absorption structures. 

• This author also rounded out things by reminding you, in plain words, what 
motivated this work. 

• NOTE: Some people prefer motivation in the first sentence.



2) The Introduction:

• a)Present motivation, review of pertinent literature; b) objective, 
method of investigation; c) brief outline of remainder of paper.

• Use PAR in your outline before your start writing:
• Problem/motivation: what problem are you trying to solve? Why is this 

important?

• Action: What will you do to try to study or solve this problem?

• Resolution: What is the expected result in an ideal situation? What should the 
reader expect as a conclusion?



a)Motivation, background, pertinent literature, 
and objectives

• Motivation: state your hypothesis or question you are seeking to 
elucidate (baby steps) or answer. 

• Background/pertinent literature: Who else has done what? How? 
What have we done previously?

• Objectives: what are we going to do now or what information are we 
about to present that helps to define the problem or answer a 
question? 



b)Objectives/Method Of  Investigation
• What do other people do to test their ideas? 

• Why are you doing it this way or some other way?

• Justify your method to study/quantify a variable:
• Most common/easy to standardize and compare
• Simplest
• More complicated but more accurate

• Ex. Stop watch or an atomic clock

• Stop watch: Average running time for a class of eight graders

• Use atomic clock to synchronize motion of GPS satellites



c) Extra credit: Outline the 
paper in a paragraph so your 
reader knows what mile 
stones to look for.

• What should the reader look out for:
• Setup and pay off: they never shut 

up about how powerful the infinity 
stones are and then guess what…?

• By doing this and this, and getting 
data that looks like this, we will 
conclude that….



When gathering data with a thermistor your signal may be very small. In this 

case, signal overshadowed by noise. Operational Amplifiers (op-amps) can amplify 

a thermistors response signal. To be able to use an op-amp in your circuit, you need 

to know it’s response for the parameters used in your experiment. In this lab, the 

frequency response of a op-amp was characterized. The analysis that was 

conducted displayed the specific effects that inverting Op Amps display over non-

inverting. Lastly, the amplified gain of cascading Op Amps was analyzed. Having a 

deep understanding of Op Amp capabilities is vital to being able to gather data 

properly.

Introduction Example



What went wrong?

• Not long enough

• No background information: why are you measuring a thermistor? What’s an op-amp? 
Can they only work with thermistors or other circuits?

• No methods mentioned: op-amp measurements appeared from thin air so I assume this 
student is an op-amp whisperer and the circuit just spoke to them. 

• No hypothesis: an analysis is mentioned but to what end? How does this analysis 
connect to expectations? What is the difference between an inverting and non-inverting 
amplifiers’ behavior? 

• Objectives were mentioned, but without motivation



7) Your conclusion:

• Summarize results of study in terms of original motivation
• Why did I learn?
• Why did it make a difference?

• Important conclusions from the work 
• Hypotheses proved or disproved  

• Mention potential future work which could resolve any outstanding 
questions



Examples:

This experiment demonstrated the significance of how op-amps can

amplify small input signals into larger signals. We confirmed that the

gain or amplifying capability depends on the resistors used in the

circuit with an op-amp. We found that a limitation of op-amps is that the output 

cannot exceed their power supply. This leads to saturation and clipping of the 

output wave formed compared to the input. This experiment illustrated the 

importance of characterizing the components of your system to verify their 

compatibility with your operating parameters.



What they did correctly:
• Does summarize results: 
• We confirmed that the gain or amplifying capability depends on the resistors used in the 

circuit with an op-amp 
• We found that a limitation of op-amps is that the output cannot exceed their power supply. 
• This leads to saturation and clipping of the output wave formed compared to the input.

Original motivation: This experiment demonstrated the significance of how op-amps can

amplify small input signals into larger signals. 

Conclusions: 
• This experiment illustrated the importance of characterizing the components of your system 

to verify their compatibility with your operating parameters.



Never forget

• Grammar and clarity are still 
really important!

• To get creative and mix 
things up, you first need to 
get the basic technique 
down


